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Interview with 
a varroa mite
Gabrielle Almecija 
APINOV and IRBI, University of Tours, France

Since your arrival in Apis mellifera colonies, 
beekeepers have tried many methods to keep you  
at bay. How do you combat these actions? 

It’s hard! Beekeepers’ methods have variable efficacy, and we 
need to adapt constantly to survive. We hope that, like so many of 
our cousins, we can develop ways to resist and make treatments 
ineffective.1 We can resist in several ways: by changing our 
physiology (thickening our cuticle to create a physical barrier), 
through metabolism (excreting the miticide) and by mutating 
(modifying the miticide target so that the treatment is less 
effective). Some ways of resisting have a high physiological cost 
for us,2,3 so we develop resistance only if we have to.

What did you develop against the tau-fluvalinate 
miticide that is the active ingredient in products  
such as Apistan?

Well, we used different strategies depending on where we were 
located. Varroa in Europe and USA, for example, developed 
resistance in different ways. To understand how we developed 
resistance, you need to know how tau-fluvalinate kills us. Tau-
fluvalinate is an insecticide from the pyrethroid II family. This 
group of insecticides is neurotoxic. When tau-fluvalinate enters 
us, it targets the sodium channel.4 When it finds its target, it binds 
with it and causes our nervous system to malfunction. A few hours 
later, we become paralysed and die. 

To avoid this, we develop two types of resistance. 

The first is metabolic.5 We increase our detoxifying enzymes 
(oxygenase, Cytrochompe P450). 

The second is a mutation of the miticide target (we modify or 
increase the target).6 Mutations often make the target too difficult 
to recognize, so the miticide becomes ineffective. In Europe, it 
seems that we have developed the mutation L925V.7,8 However, 
some mites in the USA have developed other mutations.9 Both 
these resistance methods have a cost to us and, after few years 
without being exposed to tau-fluvalinate, we lower our guard and 
become susceptible to it again.10,11

Beekeepers have used amitraz for many years.  
Have you found a way to resist that? 

We have lived with amitraz for more than 40 years but it is hard 
to develop resistance to it. However, some of my cousin mites 
(Rhipicephalus spp. and Tetranychus spp.) have developed 
resistance to amitraz.12-15 Mutations of the target and metabolic 
resistance have been described by researchers.12,13,16-19 These 
cousins have to survive several treatments of amitraz each year.20 

In beekeeping, it’s different. We must survive only a single Amitraz 
treatment each year, but it’s a long treatment. Today, some of us 
can survive it.21,22 At the moment no one fully understands how we 
do it. We survive it better now than we did a few years ago when 
beekeepers used the same miticide year after year. Since then we 
have reduced our vulnerability to the treatment slowly, but many 
beekeepers haven’t noticed that yet. 

Can beekeepers use a strategy to force you to stay 
sensitive to a miticide? 

We have no interest in developing or staying resistant to a miticide 
if we are not exposed to it. In some cases, some of us that have 
developed resistance to a miticide have fewer offspring than 
those of us who haven’t.2 Today, several miticides with different 
active ingredients are available. If beekeepers used a different 
miticide from one year to the next, we are forced to develop 
resistance to the latest miticide used.23,24 We find it very difficult 
to maintain different types of resistance, so we need to lose one 

The varroa mite (Varroa destructor) is one of the greatest 
threats to honey bees and has caused colony losses 
across almost the entire world. Small and secretive, it 
hides on bees and in brood cells, mostly out of sight of 
the beekeeper. To control the mite, miticides have been 
used since the earliest days of its discovery, but the 
mite fights back. I asked a varroa mite how they do it.
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type of resistance to be able to develop another.25 Alternating 
miticides reduces our resistance. But if beekeepers don’t use this 
strategy, our resistance to amitraz is likely to increase, just as it 
happened with tau-fluvalinate.24,26 

Evaluating mite resistance to tau-fluvalinate  
and amitraz
In France, APINOV, a scientific beekeeping and training centre, is 
working with Vita Bee Health on this project. Mite susceptibility is 
evaluated with a bioassay. Mites are contaminated with different 
concentrations of amitraz and tau-fluvalinate. By applying different 
concentrations, the susceptibility to amitraz and tau-fluvalinate 
can be categorized in three classes: 

 • susceptible: mortality more than 75% 
 • moderately resistant: mortality between 40% and 75%
 • highly resistant: mortality less than 40%.

The trial was conducted from 2018 to 2020. A total of 41 mite 
populations were tested for resistance to amitraz and 33 to tau-
fluvalinate. Mite susceptibility has been mapped for tau-fluvalinate 
and amitraz.27 

In France, mite populations show a high level of susceptibility 
to amitraz and tau-fluvalinate (as confirmed in field trials). 
The variations result from the differing practices of individual 
beekeepers. For example, organic beekeepers have mites that 
are mostly susceptible to amitraz and tau-fluvalinate. Beekeepers 
who have used amitraz for many years have mites susceptible to 
tau-fluvalinate. These differences result because of the cost to the 
mite of developing resistance – if the miticide is not applied, there 
is no need to develop resistance. 

However, the disappearance of the resistance trait can take many 
years (four years for tau-fluvalinate; unknown for amitraz). The 
high level of susceptibility to amitraz and tau-fluvalinate observed 
in France is good news in the fight against the mite: susceptible 
mites are still present in the general population and can reduce 
the speed of the development of resistance in other populations.

The aim of this work is to determine ways to reduce varroa’s 
resistance to miticide by:

 • treatment strategies that can be used to reduced resistance  
to miticide 

 • altering the treatment parameters (eg duration and timing  
of treatments).
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Mapping susceptibility to amitraz and tau-fluvalinate 


